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[interpolation #1] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lines from the lay, The Descent of the Pendragons 

As sung and enscripted par the teachers of prelatin shamans lost to Albion 

 

 

 

 [ . . . ] 

 

      e-solved itno Dis , tinctions | face   en  face 

two inverse borders for Albion: the first 

    a mirror stretching massive more than veiling space itselven 

l’autre a sea of rage and wreck ,beyond them cliffs of corporal law 

: the mirror limnedinal cleaved     thought | 

| eht waters of the sea cleaved  à  the Real : 

Re al, tangled flexions twixt eht sea et glass 

twin chasms infrathin. 

 

hwaet: thus dans e’n the Voids most secret skin 

,Creation, tripartite shells were mournful cast: 
 

 

 



 
IV 

  1. disuete Avalon ,eht Mirror-world 

(deVoid of constant form) 

   of fleeting sand of subjectivities of shift 

 (consciousness as dispersal, potential) 

   sans form choratic vacuumswarm of living 

 (world of imminence, mutiformic) 

   isle multipliant in reflexion depthless seere 

  abided in by Mirrorfolk 

            

 we who gaze into the mirror gaze into the void of avalon who gazes at the mirror gaze at us 

2. pamuliar Albion, Thought ,caster of reflected 

 (subjects tof form) 

   of fibrous difference woven into wefts of I 

 (consciousness as concentration, movement) 

   opaque we, persons ,in as wrong as bask 

 (world of becoming, desiral) 

   within, to live turned nouns who are 

  enlivend withe Thanes and Matre 

               

they who struggle in the sea struggle into death a world that struggles with the sea struggles at us 

3. denicharnial Real, limitlaw & dying 

 (ensnared within Matter) 

   eternal present terminal the rot inertial 

 (consciousness as scoria of survival, death) 

   loss as ,fleshdirt thoughtclogged ,dead 

 (world of entropy, limitbent) 

   et circling thought comme drowning night 

   enhabited by mortal fleshfolk: 

  who communed withe mirrorfolk:        eht Brythons 

  who jected them enthralled to the Banal 

    and thus live doubly self-same 

     in Albion et brythain. 

   : eht those in thrall ,eht Sundered Tribes: 

                       



 
V 

   eht Picts et Gaels     et Sais 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  3 spheres thus nested each withother in 

and Albion nested in the midst avec 

two borders: one concave glasspread with the mirrorfolk 

   one convex wavewashed with the real  

strewn with sais-ships 

3 spheres thus nested each withother in 

a pocket in the surged abyss and yet 

so find the ventures of the hermeneuts 

ne one nor other 

ne  in nor  outer 

but iterate in flauntage to all law 

 



 
VI 

 
 hwaet: thus did Los int 

 

 

[ . . . ] 

 

 

        eered; thus refracted 

.Albion in|ni nolavA. 

 

et to the mirror’s rim 

flocked shamans like ragged rooks 

all that wist in Albion ,against the cliff of sight. 

et against the mirro'rs shell 

the shamans laid their ten-fold thousand lips 

in the cold of winter gainst the cold of spectral glass 

et into the mirr'ors face 

sang shamans words craftly cast in magic voicing 

words rang and plucked the air to seething frissons taut with thought 

et upon the mi'rror’s surface 



 
VII 

these shamans’ thought-breath clung like a mist of vague desire 

obscured perspective of the selfsame stretched, clouded, frostwarmed 

et into the m'irrors skin 

traced shamans charmstuffed runes in slick tattoos avec their fingers 

convulsed significance dancewritten in the condensation 

a peoples spell fogged along 300 leagues of mirrorwall, silvered inner shore of Avalon: 

    :and thus they wrote to life the pen-dragons: 
miraculous esprits 

Albion reflectant 

envisioned avatars 

condensations of the people all of Albion 

our will collective manifest made conscious traced 

against the   mirror: 

images en-agenced, breathing symbols poised 

upon the point of vanishing between the worlds 

avec void blood , mirror-minded 

conduits from naught to thought 

to fecundate with imminence our depth 

across the mirror: loci of our collective joys our sorrows, instrument 

of supple our decis 

 

[ . . . ] 

 

       ed, systole et distole, 

et comme the moon and sun: 

 

Ainsi coequal their purviews, et in syzegy at the sighs of dusk and dawn;  

for with,in the mirror, the pen-dragons are single ,androgyne 

And yet distinctly manifest in Albions thought , puisque we live en difference 

Ainsi in nurturmancy gui,dance equal variant as sun and moon of Albion 

Ainsi to speak in wisdom cumulate of brythons  

they are written, scribing Albion upon the Void 

And yet they die like leaves , outshed by Albions growth ,re-leased re-turned to Avalon 



 
VIII 

renewed remanifest in generations  

retreat 

to distant Avalon 

repository of perished dreams 

a waiting ,re-de ,ployment 

        et with each generation 

a seed of future change is wrought: 

 

 

 

1. Ainsi tandis their offspring emanation sprouts in growth the parents hold their 

charge  

ascendant in the sky of Albions will, their peoples power 

and designate their chosen heir to wield supplementary power, wear  

one day the chiefhelm Wyrmwhit 

 

 

2. Until the heir their consort weds: thus paired, un-anti-androgyne, the Wheel turns 

 ; the dusk of epochs issues its pro'found reverberations : 

Ainsi grows gra,dual Youth ascendent for its season, alternate with age in its decline 

 four pen-dragons script Albions fate: youth in strident strength 



 
IX 

  the parents power supplement 

 

 

3. Until ,a new heir born, the old grow withered further, sink to death as one 

  together  coagulate  in  their final  breaths 

moment   shared of a single death   moment 

     their bodies at Avebury scented and buried beneath the grim barrow 

     their thought unbound and released to the depths in the mirror of Albions  

thought 

Ainsi they live à Avalon in death , demi-vital nodes of memory knowledge thought  

choratic  

primordial clay of Albions consciousness 

Ainsi each generation, wh  

 

 

 

 

 

 

[end of legible manuscript] 
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[interpolation #2]  

 

 

 

From The Unspeakable Chronicle of the Conquests,  

by Tacitus Gentumstatus, 43 – 97 C.E. 

 

uch one must not speak or write publicly 

thereof, lest the enemies of Rome learn to their advantage. 

 The people of this country live in a manner that remains unaccountable to 

the Romans, even after the many years of campaigning. The Legions in Britain came 

closer to revolt, toward the end of the occupation, than any time in the annals of 

Rome, for fear or enticement of the natives. Most were fatigued and terrified by the 

Britons’ inexplicable ways, and came to believe they were campaigning in a land of 

hostile ghosts. Some others, on the contrary, fell prey to fraternization, and claimed 

to partake in the madness and delusions of the inhabitants. These lost men deserted 

and joined the native tribes as if born to them, when they were not first detected and 

destroyed by the authority of Rome. 

The Britons claim to live, as an entire people, a kind of doubled-life, and they 

would seem to experience visiones or states of trance or madness as a matter of daily 

course, one might say continually, down to the last woman and child. They regularly 

seem to speak with absent people, and groups of Britons have even been seen to 

converse, as it were, collectively with them, apparently following the conversation 

effortlessly, even interjecting, taking choler, and seeming to grasp invisible hands. 

They insist upon the reality of these entities, which they call Thanes and Matres, the 

former designating the male and the latter the female. They are considered citizens 

equal to the Britons themselves, both sexes sitting and voting as equals in their 

councils, and often held in high honor. Many of the tribes arrayed against us in the 

wars claimed to be led by such invisible thanes and matres. 

Likewise, there are, they insist, great but insubstantial public buildings which 

neither greet our eyes nor block our paths, though the Britons themselves are 

observed to wind circui 

 


